Congratulations, Spring '20 and Summer '20 Graduates!

Language Majors

Peter Burnham - BA in German, Japanese/Minor in Political Science
Cassandra Bucio - BA in Spanish/Minor in Communication
Kaine Cogan - BA in Spanish
Lucas Cozart - BA in German
Eric Eggers - BA in Japanese
Madeline Erger - BA in French
Shawna Evans - BA in Japanese/Minor in French, Psychology/East Asian Studies Certificate
Valerie Foster - BA in Spanish, Education
Madisyn Hetelle - BA in French, Communication/Minor in Business Administration
Samantha Looney - BA in Japanese
Raul Macias - BA in Spanish
Jason Marschke - BA in Spanish
Sara McFarland - BA in Japanese/Minor in Spanish
Blake Miener - BA in French/Minor in Anthropology, Philosophy
Emily Mixson - BA in Japanese/Minor in Anthropology
Diva Norton - BA in Japanese
Abigail Robbins - BA in Japanese
Amy Seidel - BA in Japanese, Computer Science/Minor in Mathematics
Jacqueline Weeke - BA in Japanese, Criminology

Language Minors

Haley Bushman - Minor in Spanish/BA in Psychology
Rhiannon Dixon - Minor in German/BA in Political Science
Andrew Dubis - Minor in Spanish, Digital Marketing/BA in Communication
Brad Goodpaster - Minor in Japanese/BA in International Relations
Language Minors (Cont.)

Dylan Hanley - Minor in German/BS in Business Administration
Brittany Henry - Minor in Japanese, Chemistry, Anthropology, Global Health and Social Medicine/ BA in Biology
Gaelen Joseph - Minor in German/BS in Psychology
Danielle Minard - Minor in Japanese/BA in Psychology
Selena Nolte - Minor in Spanish/BA in Biology
Sami Rishmawi - Minor in German/BA in Psychology
Joe Roeder - Minor in German, Psychology/ BA in Social Work
Laura Rojas - Minor in German/BS in Mechanical Engineering
Adrian Ronchetto - Minor in German/BA in English

Awards

Dylan Hanley - Outstanding Student in German Award
Madisyn Hetelle - Outstanding Student in French Award
Jason Marschke - Outstanding Student in Spanish Award
Diva Norton - Outstanding Student in Japanese Award
Laura Rojas - Outstanding Student in German Award

Honors

Haley Bushman - Cum Laude
Eric Eggers - Cum Laude
Shawna Evans - Cum Laude
Valerie Foster - Cum Laude
Brittany Henry - Cum Laude
Madisyn Hetelle - Summa Cum Laude
Jason Marschke - Magna Cum Laude
Sara McFarland - Cum Laude
Selena Nolte - Magna Cum Laude
Adrian Ronchetto - Cum Laude
Amy Seidel - Cum Laude
Jacqueline Weeke - Cum Laude